Environmental History Reading List


  Worster: “The Vulnerable Earth: Toward a Planetary History:
  Tucker: “The Depletion of India’s Forests under British Imperialism: Planters, Foresters, and Peasants in Assam and Kerala
  Weiskel: “Toward an Archaeology of Colonialism: Elements in the Ecological Transformation of the Ivory Coast”


**Politics of science**


**Showers, Kate Barger. 2005. *Imperial gullies: soil erosion and conservation in Lesotho.* Athens: Ohio University Press.**


**Precolonial and Colonial encounters**


**Politics of conservation and development**


* Hecht, Susanna and Alexander Cockburn. *The Fate of the Forest: Developers, Destroyers and Defenders of the Amazon.*


**Ideas of Nature – Western and non-Western**

*Proposal reading*


**Agricultural and Food Histories – local and through exchange**

*Proposal reading*


*Prelim only reading*


